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IUCLID is a free platform;

IUCLID 6 is available in three different versions:

- Cloud services

- IUCLID 6 Desktop

- IUCLID 6 Server

- No need to install IUCLID locally
- Direct access to latest version
- Multiple users can use IUCLID at the same time
- 1 GB storage
- Automatic back-up
- Helpdesk support
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IUCLID is a free platform;

IUCLID 6 is available in three different versions:

- Cloud services

- IUCLID 6 Desktop

- IUCLID 6 Server

- Runs on a single machine
- No network connection necessary
- Database stored locally
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IUCLID is a free platform;

IUCLID 6 is available in three different versions:

- Cloud services

- IUCLID 6 Desktop

- IUCLID 6 Server

- Runs on an application server
- Users can log in via any computer with network access
- Multiple users can use IUCLID at the same time
- No need to install database software separately
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- Study summaries follow OECD Harmonized templates
- Import from CADDY is expected to be possible
- For microbials: where possible relevant units are included (cfu/mL. …), 

Alternatively “other: FREETEXT” can be used
- Importing study summary from other dossier very easy
- Waivers can be used, but general waivers in drop-down menu 

do not apply for microbials-
instead “other:FREETEXT” can be used
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IUCLID input for open literature
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Challenges:

- Strict Validation Check
- will it work for microbial dossiers with lower data density?

- Will it work for studies that are not performed following 
OECD guidelines

- Reporting format: under development, challenging for 
microbials with a-typical data-sets and dossiers

- Handling confidential data not yet clear
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Overall remark:

The new platform will require additional time and 

know-how for dossier building

Following steps:

For early submitters renewal dossiers support for MS and 
applicants: Hypercare

For others no further information yet



Many thanks!


